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Spiros Hadjidjanos makes the mostly invisible world of technology tangible in his artworks made 
with fiber optic light, wireless routers, and electronic circuits, among other modern technology. In 
“Networked Gradient,” fire optics arch overhead in a darkened room, connecting wireless routers 
and creating a pulsing Arcade. The built architecture suggests the technological inventions of to-
day are equally important to history as the development of the arch by the ancient Romans.

Connections between inventions of the past and present, as well as the man-made and organic, 
are central to Hadjidjanos’ art practice. Such works as “Network Topologies,” suggest an inherent 
harmony between the artificial and natural worlds. In these ultraviolet prints of microchips, one 
sees the same symmetry and nodal networks that are central to the beauty of flora and fauna.

In another series of works, Hadjidjanos used 3D printing to breath new life into a 1928 book, Un-
formen der Kunst, which philosopher Walter Benjamin noted for its innovative photography nearly 
100 years prior. In Hadjidjanos’ revision, first-edition prints of botanical photographs were scanned, 
and then using complex information algorithms to add depth, were printed as objects composed of 
hundreds of sharp needle-like aluminum-nylon points. Despite their space-age methods, the plants 
appear fossilized. Each node and vein is perfectly preserved for posterity. Hadjidjianos further 
explored the topography of plants in the recent “Displacement / Height Maps.” The large-format 
technicolor images are made by taking UV prints of plants on carbon fiber. The botanical struc-
tures emerge with strong force, as if being propelled outward at lightning speed.



Artforum, December 2014
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In a review of Karl Blossfeldt’s 1928 photography book 
Urformen der Kunst, Walter Benjamin marvels at the 
artist’s use of then-novel photographic technologies, 
through which “a geyser of new image-worlds hisses up 
. . . where we would least have thought them possible.” 
That unlikely site was the minute surface of plant life, 
whose hidden structures expanded under Blossfeldt’s 
magnifying camera lens. Nearly a century later, Spiros 
Hadjidjanos harnessed recent technologies of our own 
time to transform a selection of Blossfeldt’s photos into 
four wall-mounted works as part of Hadjidjanos’s sec-
ond solo show at Future Gallery. The artist scanned 
first-edition prints and added depth information algorith-
mically, rendering the 3-D files in an aluminum-nylon 
composite so that the data points extrude in thin metal-
lic shoots, forging the botanical still life into some kind 
of space-age sod.

Like Blossfeldt, Hadjidjanos excels at making imper-
ceptible structures visible: Networked Gradient, 2014, 
comprises eight unlocked wireless routers in two rows, 
each pair connected by a ceiling-height arc of fiber op-
tics running from the routers’ status lights; they pulse 
with a blue-green gradient, visually amplifying the 
nodes’ fluctuating data signals. In Transmission in-itself, 
2014, seven used Apple keyboards line the floor, each 
cloistered in a blown-glass vessel like a model ship; the 
USB cables emerge from the narrow bottlenecks mute-
ly. These devices are sequestered from human touch, 
but the work only serves to underscore Hadjidjanos’s 
manifest desire to make the immaterial realm tangible, 
to give form to its inscrutability.

— Claire Lehmann

Spiros Hadjidjanos, Dipsacus Lacin-
iatus, 2014, 3D Alumide print, aluminum 
coating, 11 1/4 x 9 1/4 x 2".
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Hardware? Beautiful? Never. Spiros Hadjidjanos is a Berlin-based artist working to make 
technology beautiful again. A sculptor-meets-new media artist, Hadjidjanos creates elegant-
ly-crafted ethernet cable sculptures, bizarre laptop installations, 3D alumide prints, and more. 
All in all, he immortalizes the swipe of smartphones and the snapshot of screengrabs.

He recently mounted a piece in the freight elevator of CA2M in Spain called The Performa-
tivity of Things and just released a book called Photographic Objects. Next up, he’s working 
towards a show upcoming at Future Gallery in May, where he’ll be showing monochromatic 
ethernet sculptures and phone prints.

Hadjidjanos has played with ultraviolet prints on carbon fiber plates, which gives his pieces 
the vibe of looking like magnets come to life. Meanwhile, some of his other work includes 
videos, green-lit routers and fake tattoos. He spoke to us about technological transformations 
and waveshapes.

The Creators Project, April 2014

We Talked With The Artist Mangling Smartphones 
And Warping Laptops Into Abstract Sculptures
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The Creators Project: How was the performance at CA2M in Spain? What was the 
Performativity of Things about?

Spiros Hadjidjanos: The performance at CA2M was a double experiment. It was my first 
performance in an institution and my first collaboration with the artist Rubén Grilo. We tried 
to subvert things, we built seating rows in a massive freight elevator and the audience was 
moving from floor to floor seeing the different parts of the performance.

My understanding was that the Performativity of Things was about the power of things to 
perturb each other, to use Levi Bryant’s words but also about performativity from a realist 
philosophical perspective. One of the performers was carrying a keyboard encapsulated 
in blown glass; the object was constantly “moving” throughout the duration of the perfor-
mance. I saw it as if the object was performing on its own; this is how I understood the 
entire thing. Objects performing simultaneously with humans and their relationship. I am 
not a performance artist so I worked with what I am more familiar with: existing architecture 
and technological transformations. We also explored the relation and how epistemological 
access and the access to the exhibition spaces of the institution overlap.

Did I see it correctly, or were there not fake tattoos in the performance?

Yes, we used fake tattoos; we wanted to translate elements from data and online sources to 
the immediate and the performative. I was personally interested in the texture resulting from 
printing by using the skin as a substrate. I found similarities to the prints that I've done in the 
past on carbon fibre plates. The tattoos were digitally made so the process felt related to 
the rest of my work. We printed on the bodies of the performers’ floor plans of CA2M, imag-
es of the architectural spaces and other stuff we found online. I saw the skin as permanent 
of a surface as the carbon fibre plates I use.
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In terms of your sculptures, why do you make 3D alumide prints of technology-based 
objects? Do you hope to immortalize them in a way?

No, I haven’t thought about it that way. I chose alumide because I am interested in its texture 
as a material. I am printing technology-based objects because in the digital images these 
objects originate from, virtual and physical qualities co-exist and they become one aluminum 
body in the final object.

A new piece of yours is the Displaced (Smartphone), how did you decide on this one? 
Is it your phone?

Yes, it’s my phone. I took a screenshot with the default wallpaper of iOS and then I superim-
posed the screenshot to an image of a smartphone that I found online. There is this process 
called displacement mapping; it is for creating rich texture in 3D Software. You pull out the 
surface of a 2D grayscale image along a vector and the light parts shift up and the darker 
parts stay down. The algorithm converts the 2D surface into a 3D height map.

I find the transformation of a flat image to an object very fascinating. The “slide-to-unlock” 
Apple interface patent makes perfect sense on our touch screens but when you transform 
it to an aluminum object, there is nothing to slide and nothing to move, it becomes absurd. 
Even the minute the work was created becomes part of the aluminum object, unintentional-
ly immortalized, as you said. The fact that this process includes myself, only as a decision 
maker but not as a producer of the physical object, makes it more interesting. In the final 
object, the pulling process of the 2D image and the glitches originating from the low resolu-
tion images are visible on the aluminum surface. These imperfections are what make these 
objects interesting. Another reason I insist on printing these objects is because the content 
looks framed.

Your Network Sculptures have taken an interesting shape, why this composition?

I like to make things as simple as possible. These look like complicated structures, appar-
ently if you decompose them, they consist of only four pairs of different waveshapes. It is an 
Ethernet cable split up into its parts and then put back together. They are basically conduc-



Network Sculptures example

tors of digital data, time-based works or spatial paths of moving bits. I designed them with parametric 
software because all eight elements should be insulated from each other; precision is important for these 
pieces. 
 
That ties into the title of the group show at Future Gallery, Cable Guys. Film reference aside, is the 
cable the least sexy instrument in internet or digital-based art? Everyone seems to be in love with 
the screen.

Well, you might be right, everything is becoming “lighter” and more and more transparent, the screens as 
we know them are about to disappear too but if you look at the entire infrastructure (cloud) it is becoming 
more and denser with cables plus I think people still like cables.

How do you feel about the direction 3D printing is going today?

I am not very interested in looking at the entire 3D printing industry just because it is taking off. I work pri-
marily with concepts, I use the technology that better serves my idea. For some works, it happened to be 
3D printing. For example, the last couple of months I have been working with glass in two completely differ-
ent directions. On the one hand I encapsulate objects in blown glass, a very traditional technology; on the 
other hand I am experimenting with transparent screens exploring the integration of digital information with 
space. With every new work, I try to challenge myself. I am not the first artist thinking this way. Broodthaers 
used plastic because he believed this would free him from the past. I see 3D printing in a similar fashion.

Can you tell us more about your upcoming book project?
w
Yes, it is a book about a single work of mine: Network Time, an installation of wireless routers extended 
with fiber optics. I have been working on it for a while now; it includes two interviews with the philosopher 
Graham Harman and the media theorist Adrian Mackenzie. The Berlin-based writer, Elvia Wilk has written a 
beautiful essay about the work, theorizing wireless networks from the perspective of object oriented philos-
ophy.

The Creators Project, April 2014
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In his artworks using carbon fibre, the Berlin-based Greek artist Spiros Hadjidjanos employs the tightly-woven mesh ma-
terial to represent the web of networked information systems within which we live. The warp and weft of the fibres imply 
the interco nnectedness of information and formally refer to the pixelation of the digital image. 

For Carbon Fibre Z20:X50 3D, an image of a carbon fibre plate was magnified via digital microscope and then printed on a plate 
of the same material – the image of a material embedded into its tactile reality. The numbers in the title refer to the lens, Z20, and 
the degree of magnification, X50. The colors come directly from the microscope and are a precise depth map of the surface of the 
carbon fibre measured in microns (1000 microns = 1 milimeter) from blue to red.
For works such as the one pictured here, Network Topologies (Distributed), 2013, Hadjidjanos loaded the image data from one 
tiny section of a digital graphic onto a microchip. He then printed the image on carbon fibre and embedded the chip into the sur-
face of the print, literally replacing part of the image with its digital counterpart. 
By exploring data in its various physical manifestations, Hadjidjanos pushes the micro and macro levels of materiality to their 
limits. The carbon fibre surfaces of his works come to embody the texture of our digital lives.
ABOUT Spiros Hadjidjanos 
 
Spiros Hadjidjanos is an artist living and working in Berlin. He has received DAAD and Fulbright scholar-
ships, and has exhibited work internationally at galleries including Kwadrat Gallery (Berlin), cirne Gallery 
(Cologne), Transmediale (Berlin), Instituut voor Mediakunst (Amsterdam), Import Projects (Berlin), and 
Autocenter (Berlin). His solo show Local Manifestations is on view at Future Gallery in Berlin from October 
26 through November 30, 2013. 
 
www.spiroshadjidjanos.net
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Spiros Hadjidjanos
Local Manifestations
October 31, 2013 – January 11, 2014

In 1959, the American engineer Paul Baran was charged by the RAND Corporation 
with the task of designing a telecommunications network resilient enough to survive 
a nuclear attack. A year later Baran published his proposed solution: a network of 
distributed nodes without a centralized core. He argued that a distributed network 
would be indestructible because the connections between its nodes were redun-
dant; multiple redundant connections safeguard a system from total destruction 
if individual nodes are damaged. A decade later, Baran’s distributed relay node 
architecture formed the conceptual framework for the first system of inter-networked 
computers, which would become the basis for today’s decentralized wireless inter-
net.

In Local Manifestations, Spiros Hadjidjanos excavates the topology of our contem-
porary wireless terrain – the virtual/physical surface of wireless networks through 
which we communicate – uncovering the interlocking system of nodes and re-
dundant connections upon which this intangible landscape is constructed. As we 
simultaneously navigate and construct this space, we ourselves become nodes, 
receivers and transmitters of data contributing to the redundancy and therefore the 
imperviousness of the system. We become “wireless subjects.”

Within the tensile mesh of a distributed network, it becomes possible to conceive 
of the relations between fixed entities themselves as objects. Hadjidjanos’ work, in 
line with realist philosophies, treats them as such; through multiple points of entry, 
he asks what it could mean to manifest a “relation as object.” The act of manifesting 
or actualizing relations takes many forms: signals from wireless routers are convert-
ed into visible projections; diagrams of Baran’s networks are embedded into the 
lightweight mesh material of carbon fiber; a person circulates the exhibition space 
mumbling signals received from a mobile phone; mobile devices become topo-
graphical maps and morph into each other in a series of slowed-down animations. 
In each of these works it is the transitions, movements, and relations that are the 
object of study.

The “local” is not contrasted here with the “global.” It does not imply an opposition 
between the singular and fixed or the multiple and connective, but rather contextu-
alizes this exhibition as one object-relation within a theoretically infinite set of itera-
tions. The multiplicity, or redundancy of its outward relations is what is responsible 
for the integrity of its inner relationships. The exhibition is not “reduceable either to 
its internal components or to its outward effects” – making it, according to Graham 
Harman’s definition, an object.

Future Gallery, October 2013
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SPIROS HADJIDJANOS 

Spiros Hadjidjanos’ œuvre consists of a broad 
spectrum of indexical trans- formations con-
sistently based on digital starting material. The 
artist sub- jects digital information to an explic-
it, directly aesthetic analysis not yet found else-

where.
In Network Sculpture (2010, see illustrations 
pages 34 to 37), with visual references to Thom-
as Ruff’s zycles series, Spiros Hadjidjanos uses 
a CAD program to repeatedly overlay a sinus 
function and thereby develop sim- ply struc-
tured but visually complex “virtual” sculptures 
that initially exist solely as a data set in his 
computer. These virtual originals are then sub- 
jected to two kinds of indexical transformation. 
On the one hand, the CAD data set is sent to 
an apparatus (printer) that is suited to produc-
ing C-prints; the printer, in accordance with its 
usual purpose, generates a photograph that ini-
tially seems traditional, i. e., a two-dimension-
al, pic- torial transformation of the transmitted 
CAD data. The pixel structures recognizable 
on a close look indicate the basis in digital data 
and simul- taneously break the transparence 
of the picture surface. But viewed from a little 
distance, this pictorial representation of the vir-
tual original creates the impression of a tradi-
tional “transparent” photograph of a sculpture. 
On the other hand, the same CAD data set is 
used to produce by ma- chine an exact spatial 
depiction of the Network Sculpture. Thus, both 
representations are indexical transformations of 
the same virtual original. The one depiction can 
be hung on the wall as a photograph; the other 
lies on the floor as a sculpture. Like no other 
work, Network Sculpture plainly shows that the 
transfer of the indexical-technological “geno-
type” of photography transcends the definition, 
previously believed to be pre- cisely defined, 
of the media boundary between photography 
and sculp- ture. Ultimately, the three-dimen-
sional representation of the Network Sculpture 
is just as much or just as little a photograph-

ic depiction of the virtual original as the two-dimen-
sional representation is. Let us mention in passing that 
Spiros Hadjidjanos uses the work discussed here in its 
three-dimensional representation in order to direct In-
ternet data from the network connection to the comput-
er; i.e., a continuous stream of data flows through the 
Network Sculpture (at least in the exhibition context). 
The Network Sculpture is thus at the same time a novel 
index of the dig- ital, since what is obviously invisible 
(the stream of data) seems to mate- rialize before the 

mind’s eye of the recipient, at least temporarily.
The latter consideration is also applicable to the works 
in the series Hy- brid Landscapes (2011) and the In-
formation Paintings (2010, see illustra- tion page 100). 
In the Hybrid Landscapes, a digital pictorial template 
ap- propriated from the Internet is printed on a carbon 
panel. Remarkably complex visual effects are thereby 
initially produced, since the material structure of the 
substrate (carbon fabric) deconstructs the pictorial data 
into a form that reflects the actual pixel structure of 
the raw data. At the same time, this removes the trans-
parence given in the original state of the photographic 
data. Decisive for the approach discussed here, how-
ever, is that the artist does not present the appropriated 
pictorial data in the traditional pictorial way in various 
points of the transforma- tion, but implements them, 
stored on a computer chip, directly into the picture’s 
substrate panel. In sum, in these parts of the picture, 
Spiros Hadjidjanos takes as a theme a transformation 
of the digital into a form of representation that is no lon-
ger directly visually accessible. The data are present, 
but the computer chip integrated into the work does not 
release them without destroying the work or without 
additional techni- cal means to read the chip. To illus-
trate in connection with Krauss’ con- cept of the index, 
one could grasp the reference developed here by Spi-
ros Hadjidjanos (as in the case of Network Sculpture) 
as the materi- alization of a novel digital index whose 
content, although invisible, at times appears aestheti-
cally graspable to the viewer: at least temporarily, the 
photographic pictorial data stored on the chip fuse with 
the visually graspable pictorial data before the mind’s 
eye of the recipient. One could also say that Krauss’ 
indexicality and the photographic indexical-tech- no-

logical coincide in these chips. 
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Here, an astonishing parallel to traditional, 
transparent photography, which also unites 
iconographic and indexical-technological 
qualities, be- comes clear: whereas in tradi-
tional photography an expanded, context- and 
experience-specific image factually inherent 
in the indexical-techno- logical representation 
arises through iconographically readable pic-
torial templates before the mind’s eye of the 
viewer, in Spiros Hadjidjanos digital index 
form a quasi-iconographic (index-like) experi-
ence also comes about, though here it develops 
initially on the two-dimensional pictorial level.
Hybrid Landscape thus combines two in-
dexical transformations in one work: the 
same digital input is, once, printed as a pho-
tographic picture on the carbon panel and, 
once, offered in the form of stored digital 
in- formation that cannot be read without ad-
ditional equipment. As differ- ent as the aes-
thetics of these two transformations are, they 
both repre- sent and (physically) refer to the 
same data and thereby illustrate a paradox 
that resembles that of Network Sculpture.
This transformation of digital pictorial in-
formation into forms of expres- sion that are 
no longer visually directly accessible but are 
nonetheless aesthetically graspable is also 
found in the Information Paintings. Here, the 
indexical transformation process described 
above is applied to a sim- ple wooden panel: 
segments of individually photographed pic-
tures are stored on computer chips, the panel 
is then torched and the chips with the pictorial 
information are inlaid in the spots previous-
ly photographed. The burning process gives 
the surface of the picture substrate a basical-
ly simple, but visually very complex quality 
shimmering in black and gray tones, with a 
depth-structure quality in segments. The im-
plementation of technology (computer chip) 
in a natural material (wooden panel) also 
creates a latently disturbing effect. It is this 
aesthetic that makes a con- nection between 
digital and corporeal experience graspable.

The works in the Information Painting series display a 
closer connection with Where are the people that talk 
on the radio? (2009, see illustration page 98/99). Here, 
a disk was sawed out of a log, the cut surface of the 
disk was photographed, and the pictorial information 
thereby generated was stored on a CD-ROM, which 
then replaced the slice of log that was earlier cut out 
and photographed. This process was repeated 35 times; 
in the end, a work resulted in which a continuous block 
of the log has been replaced by the digital representa-
tion of its original state (i.e., a bundle of CDs with digi-
tal pictorial data). Once again, the theme of the work is, 
along with the conceptual aspect of indexical transfor-
ma- tion, the connection between nature and technolo-
gy; here, the pictorial information transformed into dig-
ital information unfolds a latently un- pleasant effect.
With substantive and formal connections to the carousel 
works by Bruce Nauman, 1Gb of myself goes around 
(2010, see illustration page 101) also plumbs the digital 
index, the transformation of the digital into a level that 
is not directly visually readable, but nonetheless aes-
thetically graspable. Spiros Hadjidjanos photographed 
himself for this work and saved the digital pictorial in-
formation from this portrait photo on CD- ROM. The 
artist then mounted a large number of these CDs onto 
an arm that rotates, driven by a motor. If the installa-
tion is started up, the CDs thus rotate in a circle over 
the floor, producing a corresponding, grinding noise, 
but above all with the physical effect of data media 
in- creasingly wearing out and deteriorating. The sup-
plementary information that the artist’s pictorial data 
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is stored on the CDs, and that these are thus 
exposed to a systematic process of destruction, 
ties the work in an interesting way to Bruce 
Nauman’s Carousel (1988). Whereas Bruce 
Nauman’s taxidermic indices hint at the bod-
ies of animals being dragged across the floor, 
thereby taking the visual-iconographic content 
of these substitutes in the viewer’s perception 
as a theme, Spiros Hadjidjanos’ recent theme 
is the invisible information in the form of the 
digital index. The aesthetic effect of the two 
works is astonishingly similar, although Spiros 
Hadjidjanos does not offer the recipient any vi-
sually-iconograph- ically graspable index. The 
bridge built in the recipient’s brain is a central 
characteristic of 1Gb of myself goes around.
Displacement (2010, see illustration page 
40) seems of special interest also against the 
background of the 3D works Thomas Ruff has 
recently presented (3D_ma.r.s., 2012, see il-
lustrations pages 38 and 39). Here, Spiros Had-

Photographic Objects, 2012
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jidjanos initially used a search engine to collect depic-
tions of eyeglasses on the Internet, then arranged these 
pictorial data on a dig- ital tableau and fed them into an 
indexically transforming computer pro- gram that turns 
the two-dimensional pictorial data into a three-dimen- 
sional data landscape. The parallel to Thomas Ruff’s 
procedure is manifest: in the works in his series 3D_
ma.r.s., Thomas Ruff, too, uses suitable software to con-
vert pictorial input (digital pictorial data from NASA) 
into pictorial objects that can be grasped in three dimen-
sions (here with 3D-spectacles). Spiros Hadjidjanos uses 
3D data, converted with software, as input for his Dis-
placement video, which offers the viewer the possibility 
of experiencing the generated 3D landscape spa- tially 
in a simulated fly-through. The optically constructed 3D 
quality found in Thomas Ruff’s work is simulated by 
Spiros Hadjidjanos with an oversized projected video 
presentation. In both cases, the experience of space in-
herent in the work is derived from pictorial data that 
are origi- nally two-dimensional and then indexical-
ly-technologically transformed. The series Displace-
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ment Maps (2012) is based on an archetypal 
city map of Foster+Partners architects. Instead 
of using common building struc- tures, Spiros 
Hadjidjanos inserts pictures of digital cameras 
appropri- ated from the Internet into the map 
and then, using software, digitally transforms 
this pictorial data into a 3D representation in 
which the brightness level of the picture data is 
converted into altitude. This virtual cityscape 
is then presented in video (see illustrations 
pages 104 and 105), in screenshots on carbon 
plates (see illustrations pages 23 and 102/103), 
and in digital 3D prints of virtual buildings 
made of aluminum (see illus- tration page 90).
The transformation of digital information into 
a spatially expansive expe- rience is the theme 
Spiros Hadjidjanos takes also in the work Net-
work Time (2011, see illustrations pages 106 
and 107). The work consists of WLAN routers 
onto each of whose light-emitting diodes long 
fiber optics cables have been attached. When-
ever one of the WLAN routers receives data 
signals, its diode – and with it the connected 
fiber optic cable – light up in green. The artist 
distributes a number of WLAN routers modi-
fied in this way throughout the room and lets 
the digital data of the exhibition environment 
stream through this installation. To a degree, 
the visual result initially resembles typical 
neon works by Bruce Nauman: at first, the eye 
seems to recognize patterns in the sequence of 
flashes. But soon the rhythm one thought one 
had perceived is disrupted. The constant and 
always changing blinking of the expansively 
positioned fiber optics cables develops a latent-
ly aggressive touch that is also inherent in the 
radio waves of digital transmission media that 
always surround us but are nor- mally invisible 
and that are here indexically-technologically 
transformed – this time, into an installation-like 
experience that makes a spatial expe- rience 
of the digital raw data possible. Conceptually 
comparable to the glass and mirror works of 

Photographic Objects, 2012

Gerhard Richter, here the expanded photo- graphic as-
pect is also taken as a theme as a temporally unstable 
aggre- gate state: the constellations of light perceived 
by the recipient are always snapshots of moments that 
already make way for new constellations while one 
perceives them. This makes it clear that the aspect of 
the temporal stability of photographic forms of ex-
pression depends on the context of judgment. In phys-
ical terms, even a traditional photographic print can 
hardly be considered a lasting representation, though 
this is not generally immediately clear to the viewer 
but only when, over a longer period, the print fades.
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Fragen an und Antworten von Spiros Hadjidjanos

In Deiner Arbeit bewegst Du Dich zwischen zwei Welten: Zum einen materialisierst Du digitale, nicht-sichtbare 
Prozesse, zum anderen transferierst Du physisch Fassbares auf Speichermedien, ersetzt das „Reale“ durch das 
Digitale. Welche Seite der Welt ist für Dich die „Richtige“?
Ich bin nicht sicher, ob ich zwischen diesen beiden Welten bzw. diese beiden Seiten der Welt unterscheiden 
möchte. In meiner Arbeit bringe ich heterogene Materialien und Konzepte zusammen. Dabei geht es mir um 
die Ebene, auf der das Digitale und das Physische koexistieren, sich überlagern und ineinander übergehen. In 
meiner Arbeit geht es vor allem um die Frage, wie sich die digitale Kultur physisch manifestiert. Das digitale 
Bild hat eine bestimmte Physikalität, die möchte ich untersuchen. Ich möchte den exakten Punkt bestimmen, an 
dem man den beiden Sphären mit gleichem Potenzial eine materielle und digitale Abstraktion zuordnen kann.

Die Erfahrung von Verlust und Verschwinden – ist dies ein zentraler Antrieb für Dich, Kunst zu produzieren? Ist 
Deine Arbeit insofern Erinnerungsarbeit oder geht es Dir vielmehr darum, Leerstellen zu füllen?
Was mich motiviert, ist die Erfahrung eines Prozesses, der nicht vorhersehbar ist – obwohl ich den Gedanken, 
Leerstellen zu füllen, schon sehr mag. Das ist es doch worum es in der Kunst und beim kreativen Akt geht. Die 
Tatsache, dass ich physische Räume mit digitalen Informationen fülle, ist ein konzeptueller Ansatz, aber kein 
idealistischer. Meine Arbeit ist genauso Erinnerungsarbeit wie die Suche nach Bildern auf einer Festplatte. 

Die Menge der Informationen, die uns zur Verfügung steht, nimmt immer mehr zu. Das Netzwerk der Welt 
wird immer dichter und dichter, komplexer und verwirrender. Du dagegen benutzt nur wenige Materialien und 
schaffst Werke, die sehr reduziert erscheinen. Warum?
Wenn Du Dinge reduzierst, reduzierst Du auch Deinen symbolischen Bezugsrahmen und die Fragen des Be-
trachters. Gleichzeitig bekommt ein Werk mehr „Angriffsfläche“ für Reflexion. Der Raum ist limitiert, aber 
intensiv aufgeladen – das schärft den Blick. Jedenfalls ist das meine Intention, wenn ich einen Stapel digitaler 
Speichermedien mit physischem Material zusammenbringe. Du reduzierst die Unsicherheiten, und die Arbeit 
wird „präziser“. 

In Deiner Arbeit bekommt Information einen räumlichen Charakter. Wie bist Du darauf gekommen, Dich damit 
zu beschäftigen?
Als ich Objekte gebaut und dabei programmiert und im Internet gesurft habe, also ganz natürlich.
Welche Bedeutung hat der Ort bzw. der Raum, in dem Du Deine Arbeiten realisierst bzw. zeigst?
Der Raum, in dem Kunst präsentiert wird, ist immer sehr wichtig. Die Arbeit findet im Raum statt. Je mehr Du 
die Arbeit in den Raum integrierst, desto klarer wird sie. Kunst, die sich mit dem Internet beschäftigt, erweitert 
den Ausstellungsraum sowohl physisch als auch virtuell, es zeigt seine Möglichkeiten auf und seine Grenzen. 

Was zeichnet einen zeitgenössischen Künstler heute aus?
Das gleiche, das ihn immer ausgezeichnet hat. Künstler müssen relevant für ihre Zeit sein. Irrelevant zu sein 
ist uninteressant. Du musst erforschen, was Dich umgibt, alle Medien und Werkzeuge, die Dich umgeben und 
die Du zur Verfügung hast – immer mit Blick darauf, Kunst damit zu machen. Wir können uns freuen, so viele 
unzählige neue Tools zu haben. Sicher ist, dass Du zu den interessantesten Ergebnissen kommst Du, wenn Du 
ins Detail gehst und diese Tools anders nutzt als eigentlich gedacht. 

Sind Recherchen Teil Deiner künstlerischen Praxis?
Ja, sehr häufig.
 
Wer oder was beeinflusst Dich am meisten?
Handbücher über Nerd-Netzwerke; die Tonnen von Informationen, die in meiner „Cloud“ abgelegt sind; die digi-
tale Kultur und alles was dazu gehört.
 
Mit welchen Fragen wirst Du Dich in nächster Zeit am intensivsten beschäftigen?
Mit einer, aber sehr bedeutenden: Welche Zukunft haben materielle Arbeiten? 

(Fragen: Jörg Kohnen-May)
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Spiros Hadjihjanos: “Displacement Maps” 
24. Nov. bis 16. Dez. 2012
Vernissage: 23. Nov., 19 bis 22 Uhr

In “Displacement Maps” untersucht Spiros Hadjidjanos, welches derivative Potenzial digitale Bilder mit Blick 
auf die Erzeugung physischer Objekte haben. In welchem Verhältnis stehen digitale Objekte zu ihren poten-
ziellen Mutationen? Sind unterschiedliche Gestaltwerdungen als Variation vorhandener räumlich-zeitlicher 
Strukturen zu betrachten?
Als Blaupause und Ausgangspunkt für seine Untersuchung dient dem Künstler ein Rendering von Masdar City. 
Masdar City ist ein urbanes Umfeld, das von dem Architekturbüro Foster + Partners vollständig am Reißbrett 
geplant wurde und zurzeit in den Vereinigten Arabischen Emiraten errichtet wird. Hadjidjanos rekonstruiert 
die gesamte Stadt als Animation – und nutzt dafür hunderte stranggepresster Ansichten digitaler Kompakt-
kameras aus dem Internet, manche mit hoher, manche mit niedriger Auflösung. Die Ansichten der Kameras 
und der Prozess ihrer Erfassung und Aneignung reflektieren den aktuellen Stand digitaler Bildproduktion – und 
verweisen zugleich auf symbolistische Traditionen in der architektonischen Formgebung.
Der Künstler fragt: Welches Potenzial haben digitale Bilder über ihre aktuelle Gestalt hinaus? Und stellt fest: 
Das veränderbare digitale Objekt ist ein Objekt der Planung und der Vorwegnahme - seine materielle Trans-
formation verweist und eröffnet uns den Blick auf eine Welt, die letztlich mathematisiert werden kann. Ein 
elektronisches Objekt kann dauerhaft transformiert werden. Phänomenologisch betrachtet, ist jede seine 
potenziellen Erscheinungsformen und Veränderungen bereits in ihm angelegt.
Angelehnt an den ästhetischen wissenschaftlichen Naturalismus ist “Displacement Maps” vor allem eine ontol-
ogische Untersuchung, Hadjidjanos fragt nach dem Wesen und der Essenz des Digitalen. Mit den in der Auss-
tellung präsentierten Arbeiten – UV-Drucken auf Karbonfaserplatten, einem 3D-Druck und einer Animation – 
demonstriert der Künstler, dass der Unterschied zwischen einer digitalen Datei und seiner direkten physischen 
Manifestation, bei allen strukturellen Verbindungen, wesentlicher Natur ist.
Der Titel der Ausstellung bezieht sich auf die sogenannte Displacement Mapping-Technik. Bei diesem Prozess 
werden mit Hilfe einer 3D-Software zweidimensionale Graukeil-Bilder und reale Oberflächendetails zu Objek-
ten im dreidimensionalen Raum gewandelt. Der Prozess führt explizit vor, dass numerische Repräsentationen 
digitaler Objekte keine eigenständige Identität besitzen, sondern statt dessen in zahlreichen Variationen 
existieren können.
Spiros Hadjidjanos (geboren 1978 in Athen) lebt und arbeitet in Berlin. Er hat mit einem DAAD-Stipendium an 
der Universität der Künste (UdK) in Berlin studiert. 2012 wurde er mit dem Meisterschülerpreis des Präsident-
en der UdK ausgezeichnet. Zuletzt wurden seine Arbeiten am Centre d’Art Bastille, Grenoble, und im Nimk, 
Amsterdam, gezeigt.

Die Ausstellung „Displacement Maps“ findet in temporären Räumen in der Lichtstraße 38/46, 50825 Köln 
(Ehrenfeld) statt.
Öffnungszeiten (während der Ausstellung):
jeweils Sa und So, 12 bis 16 Uhr, sowie nach Vereinbarung

von cirne
Galerie/Projekte Jörg Kohnen-May
Fon: +49 (0) 171 75 88 325
Mail: info@voncirne.de
www.von-cirne.de
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For his show Actual possibility at KWADRAT Hadjidjanos presents a network-spe-
cific installation and works on carbon-fiber plates. His new installation Network 
Time consists of several Wi-Fi routers arranged in the gallery space providing free 
Internet access to visitors. The LED that reflects the data-traffic of each router is 
extended along a fiber optic cable magnifying its flicker. Although the devices look 
only physically modified, the artist has altered the operating system of each router, 
to manipulate the fluctuation of the fiber optics. The installation is a network archi-
tecture installed in a physical setting, framing information as situated, temporal and 
contextual, constructing a permeable interactive and extended space. 

With Network Time, Hadjidjanos proposes the measurement of time in units of 
information or using a router as a clock. A minute is a gigabyte and a terabyte an 
hour. Time is measured based on the information received. It is a concept rele-
vant to “radical network empiricism” as described by the new media theorist Adrian 
Mackenzie. In our contemporary Post-Network condition the amount of information 
we receive changes our perception of temporality. The emergence of the Internet 
stretched across time and space and revealed that clock time is not an absolute 
milieu against which we synchronize and quantify time, but rather a human con-
struction that has very little to do with time other than serving as an inflexible way 
of measuring duration. In this case, the routers, as technological objects suggest a 
technical yet subjective and non-isochronic time measurement.

In addition to Network Time, Hadjidjanos presents Information Painting and Hy-
brid Landscape (Silicon Valley). The latter is an ultraviolet print on a carbon-fiber 
plate depicting the landscape of Silicon Valley. Part of the plate has been cut out 
with a laser, freeing space to be subsequently occupied by microchips that contain 
fragments of the landscape in digital form. In this work, the landscape of Silicon 
Valley–a term coined in 1971 by Don Hoefler referencing the region’s flourishing 
semiconductor industry–is combined with microchips. In the Information Painting 
IV the artist is interested in the spatial arrangement of digital information, locating it 
precisely within physical coordinates thus posing questions about the materiality of 
the digital image. 

The title Actual Possibility is drawn from the writings of William James, specifical-
ly in his ideas of radical empiricism, what really exists are not things as such but 
transitions and relationships and any relationship experienced is as real as anything 
else in a system. Networks are precisely concerned those relationships, moreover 
the gaps between possibility and actuality.
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Network Time is an interactive network-specific installation consisting of several 
Wi-Fi routers arranged in the gallery space providing free Internet access to visitors. 
The LED that reflects the data-traffic of each router is extended along a fiber optic 
cable magnifying its flicker. Although the devices look only physically modified, the 
artist has altered the operating system of each router, to manipulate the fluctuation 
of the fiber optics. The installation is a network architecture installed in a physical 
setting, framing information as situated, temporal and contextual, constructing a 
permeable interactive and extended space. 

Spiros Hadjidjanos born in Athens in 1978 lives and works in Berlin. With an ap-
proach focused on information as a synthetic and at times even haptic commodity 
he is interested on the physical space of data. In his works, which he broadly labels 
as data at rest and data in motion he concentrates on a few starting materials re-
ferring to conceptual art and information technology. He is interested in the actual 
and conceptual attributes of networks and he supports the idea that time can be 
measured in units of information. His works, although mostly physical all share a 
common ground. They encompass digital code and whether stored or flowing, the 
digital information is an essential element of every work. Hadjidjanos studied at the 
Universität der Kunste, Berlin with a DAAD scholarship where he was awarded the 
Meisterschülerpreis des Präsidenten. His work has been exhibited recently at ven-
ues such as Centre d’Art Bastille, Grenoble and Nimk, Amsterdam.

Rewire, November 2011


